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		How much did Manchester profit from slavery? Have your say

		Revealing Histories: Remembering Slavery

		A partnership project from eight museums in Greater Manchester

	


		
			
			
				KS 3 & 4 themes

					Africa and the transatlantic slave trade
	Cotton and transatlantic slavery
	Local cotton industries in Greater Manchester
	The American Civil War and Lancashire cotton workers
	Freedom and human rights
	Campaigning for the abolition of slavery
	After abolition
	Legacies of transatlantic slavery: racism in Manchester


				
					
					
						Contact the partnership learning team

						learning@revealinghistories.org

						If your enquiry is to arrange a visit to one particular museum please contact that museum directly.
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                                    Do you know what these objects are, and what the connection was between them?

                                    Click on the images below to find out more

											
						Cotton is King stereoscope card, 1895, Bolton Museum and Archive Service
					
	
						Tewkesbury medal, 1834, Bolton Museum and Archive Service
					
	
						Token, We Are All Brethren, 1814, People's History Museum
					


                                    

                                

                                
                            


                        
							Questions to consider

Did slavery end with the 1807 and 1833 laws to abolish slavery?

Did Britain abolish slavery for moral or religious reasons?

Where were other cheap labourers found to send to Caribbean colonies?

What was the American civil rights movement?

Did abolition lead to equal human rights?

External links

This website explores Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation and the events which led up to its release. The site also contains relating images and figures of the number of enslaved African Americans who were set free in each southern state following the proclamation. 

A website exploring life in the USA following the end of the civil war and the end to slavery within the southern states. The website provides information, images and primary sources linked to various themes including reconstruction, black and white responses to slavery, from slave labour to free labour, rights and power, the ending of reconstruction.

This BBC website explores race relations in the USA today and features articles, profiles of political figures, external links and recommended reading. 
						



					


				


				

					
						
						
							Learning Cards Downloads

								Adobe PDF format
	196KB
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                            These images will take you to the object pages within the main Revealing Histories themes.

								
											
												
													
														
														Beyer-Garratt locomotive

													
												
											
										
	
											
												
													
														
														Engraved nautilus shell

													
												
											
										
	
											
												
													
														
														Fabric, Slave chain
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														Henry Mayers Hyndman

													
												
											
										
	
											
												
													
														
														Poster, Nigeria's exports

													
												
											
										
	
											
												
													
														
														Probable Effects of Over Female Emigration

													
												
											
										
	
											
												
													
														
														The Cotton Industry: A Romance of Modern Work
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                            An interactive video drama on slavery and abolition

							                            This Accursed Thing

                            James Watkins

							                            
                            	Download our worksheet

							Full colour PDF, 3.3MB

							Printable PDF, 181KB
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